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Pacific Union International does not guarantee the accuracy of estimates, square footages, lot size, government approvals, construction concepts, construction plans, construction progress, inspections, investigations, reports or other information concerning the condition or features of the property or project provided by the seller or obtained from public records or other 
sources and the buyer is advised to independently verify the accuracy of all information through personal inspection, with appropriately licensed professionals and city officials. All pro-formas, projections, assumptions, concepts, construction plans, studies, estimates, etc. are presented as a possible scenarios; buyer, their agents and everyone else associated with the purchase 
of this property to rely on their own pro-formas, projections, assumptions, investigations, consultations, estimates, etc. If images of construction projects are listed, they are just for illustrative purposes and not necessarily meant to be an actual depiction of what can be built. License 01186465 / 02009057 / 02017171.
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TIM
BYRNE
EVP | Regional Director

License 01186465

A native of Los Angeles, California with over 25 years experience in the commercial real estate market of Southern California and the 
Western United States, Tim Byrne possesses proven expertise in commercial and residential real estate brokerage, asset management, 
property management, finance, appraisal and leasing. Since 1991, Tim has closed transactions in Southern California totaling over $500 
million in sales and financing. Tim has been ranked as a national top seller, and has repeatedly been recognized for outstanding sales 
achievement. Tim holds a Bachelor of Science degree with an emphasis in Real Estate Finance from Loyola Marymount University in 
Los Angeles, California.
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Associate

License 02009057

For Abbey, real estate is about consistently providing exceptional service to her clients. Her background in science, finance and wellness 
has honed her ability to listen to clients, analyze the market and create a strategy to achieve the desired goals. She approaches each 
transaction with adept knowledge, compassion and integrity. Her patience and diligence help her achieve compromises and negotiate 
in her client’s favor. She believes unfailingly transparent communication and persistent problem solving is key to closing deals. She loves 
what she does and hopes she can help anyone in need of real estate services. 

Abbey began her career at 14, as a fashion and commercial model. By the age of 21 she had lived and worked in multiple countries. 
She attended the University of Miami where she graduated cum laude with a Bachelor’s degree in Communications, double majoring 
in Psychology and Public Relations. She moved to New York where she spent several years working directly with the founder and Chief 
Investment Officer of a top hedge fund, learning the art of negotiation, building management and contemporary art market analysis. 
With a desire to help her overstressed colleagues improve health, she attended a post-baccalaureate pre-medical program at Columbia 
University studying organic chemistry, physics, and biology. Certified in nutrition counseling, she opened a practice in NYC and helped 
many clients find health and wellness. She then returned home to Santa Monica, CA, and began the longtime dream of starting The 
Oglesby Team with her partner, Cheyne. 

Cheyne, Abbey and their son are Santa Monica residents with family in Pacific Palisades, Malibu, Ventura and Santa Barbara.

ABBEY 
OGLESBY
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Associate

License 02017171

With family in residential development Cheyne has been immersed in construction, design and real estate from an early age. Cheyne’s 
eye for aesthetics and architectural detail is unsurpassed. His background in fashion, and acting gives him the ability to remain calm and 
clear headed under immense pressure; a skill that is extremely helpful to his clients in highly competitive markets. His time on set of major 
marketing campaigns has given him a unique marketing skill set that elevates any property. He profoundly listens and connects with his 
clients to offer exceptional service in a relaxed environment. He believes deep market research and transparent communication is key to 
making or saving his clients maximum capital. 

A native to California, Cheyne was born in Santa Barbara, and grew up along the southern coast. He began working with his father, a 
builder, as a teenager and developed a sharp eye for architecture and design. At this time Cheyne also began, what would become an 18-
year successful career in fashion. He continues to be a part of the industry working with top designers and photographers. He was based 
in New York City for the majority of his career, but traveled the globe, all the while uploading images, ideas and inspirations for his next 
endeavor. He then moved back to California and began The Oglesby Team with his partner Abbey. 

Cheyne, Abbey and their son are Santa Monica residents with family in Pacific Palisades, Malibu, Ventura and Santa Barbara.

CHEYNE 
OGLESBY
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A COMMITMENT 
TO YOU
WHAT WE ARE.

First, and foremost, Pacific Union Commercial is a Los Angeles-based real estate 
brokerage that leverages our global network, media savvy and command of the market 
to provide our clients with a discreet and peerless level of real estate services.

We are a select group of the finest, principled and reputable agents in the market.

We are distinguished in the marketplace by our emphatic sales volume, and reputed for 
our integrity, market intelligence and a genuine connection to our communities. We are 
proud of these accomplishments. We work diligently everyday to maintain them. 

This is what we are.

WHO WE ARE.

What a company is should be driven by who they are at the core and what they believe 
in that drives them to do what they do.

In this regard, Pacific Union Commercial is a group of professionals that believe in the 
sanctity of real estate ownership and the inalienable right everyone has to own real 
estate. 

To support our beliefs, we create optimum conditions required to provide the deepest 
level of regard, respect, care, empathy, commitment and services possible to buyers, 
sellers, our associates and our competitors.

We are people who care about the lives, the careers, the families, the financial securities 
and the peace of mind for everyone we touch.
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Prime Ventura
Location

THE
OFFERING
MULTI-TENANT RETAIL INVESTMENT
2494 – 2498 E Main Street is located just east of Evergreen Drive and three blocks west of Community Memorial Hospital with 
approximately 1,500 employees. The most recent traffic count for E. Main Street is approximately 15,000 cars. 

2494–2498 E Main Street offers an opportunity to acquire a value-add multi-tenant retail building located on Main Street in the City of 
Ventura. The subject property is currently 100% occupied. The diverse tenant mix caters to the needs of the local residents. The tenants 
are on several different leases, from gross to NNN. The average unit size of 1,500 square feet, is an ideal unit size that is easily leasable 
and offers very low tenant improvements costs upon a re-lease. This ideal unit size allows the astute investor to maximize their rental 
income. The property offers excellent rear surface parking with a total of 7 parking spaces on site or a parking ratio of 1.5 per 1,000 
square feet. There is abundant city parking located behind Main Street and on San Nicholas Street. The property is zoned General Urban 
Zone 5 (T4.5). City of Ventura defines it as follows: The General Urban Zone (T4.5) allows both residential and neighborhood-serving 
commercial uses within a walkable neighborhood setting. Forming the transition between Victoria Avenue’s activity and surrounding 
residential neighborhoods, the General Urban Zone includes single-family dwellings and multifamily housing types. Maximum height is 
three stories for compatibility with adjacent homes. Live work units fit well in this transitional environment. 

Pacific Union International does not guarantee the accuracy of estimates, square footages, lot size, government approvals, construction concepts, construction plans, construction progress, inspections, investigations, reports or other information concerning the condition or features of the property or project provided by the seller or obtained from public records or other 
sources and the buyer is advised to independently verify the accuracy of all information through personal inspection, with appropriately licensed professionals and city officials. All pro-formas, projections, assumptions, concepts, construction plans, studies, estimates, etc. are presented as a possible scenarios; buyer, their agents and everyone else associated with the purchase 
of this property to rely on their own pro-formas, projections, assumptions, investigations, consultations, estimates, etc. If images of construction projects are listed, they are just for illustrative purposes and not necessarily meant to be an actual depiction of what can be built. License 01186465 / 02009057 / 02017171.
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OFFERING SUMMARY

2494-2498 East Main Street, Ventura, CA

PRICE: 

GROSS LEASABLE AREA:

ZONING: 

PRICE /SF:

CAP RATE:

YEAR BUILT:

LOT SIZE: 

CURRENT OCCUPANCY: 

NUMBER OF TENANTS: 

APN:

OWNERSHIP:

PARKING: 

$1,150,000

4,500 SF+/-

GENERAL URBAN ZONE 5 (T4.5).

$256.00

5.70% 

1956

6,633 SF

100%

3

075-0- 023-120

FEE SIMPLE

7 PARKING SPACES ONSITE

Pacific Union International does not guarantee the accuracy of estimates, square footages, lot size, government approvals, construction concepts, construction plans, construction progress, inspections, investigations, reports or other information concerning the condition or features of the property or project provided by the seller or obtained from public records or other 
sources and the buyer is advised to independently verify the accuracy of all information through personal inspection, with appropriately licensed professionals and city officials. All pro-formas, projections, assumptions, concepts, construction plans, studies, estimates, etc. are presented as a possible scenarios; buyer, their agents and everyone else associated with the purchase 
of this property to rely on their own pro-formas, projections, assumptions, investigations, consultations, estimates, etc. If images of construction projects are listed, they are just for illustrative purposes and not necessarily meant to be an actual depiction of what can be built. License 01186465 / 02009057 / 02017171.
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MAP
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FOOR PLAN

THE GYM YOGA STUDIO PET SALON
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YOGA STUDIO
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PET SALON
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THE GYM
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PROPERTY PHOTO
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PACKAGE RENT ROLL

Pacific Union International does not guarantee the accuracy of estimates, square footages, lot size, government approvals, construction concepts, construction plans, construction progress, inspections, investigations, reports or other information concerning the condition or features of the property or project provided by the seller or obtained from public records or other 
sources and the buyer is advised to independently verify the accuracy of all information through personal inspection, with appropriately licensed professionals and city officials. All pro-formas, projections, assumptions, concepts, construction plans, studies, estimates, etc. are presented as a possible scenarios; buyer, their agents and everyone else associated with the purchase 
of this property to rely on their own pro-formas, projections, assumptions, investigations, consultations, estimates, etc. If images of construction projects are listed, they are just for illustrative purposes and not necessarily meant to be an actual depiction of what can be built. McMullin License 01716570.
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INCOME & EXPENSES

Pacific Union International does not guarantee the accuracy of estimates, square footages, lot size, government approvals, construction concepts, construction plans, construction progress, inspections, investigations, reports or other information concerning the condition or features of the property or project provided by the seller or obtained from public records or other 
sources and the buyer is advised to independently verify the accuracy of all information through personal inspection, with appropriately licensed professionals and city officials. All pro-formas, projections, assumptions, concepts, construction plans, studies, estimates, etc. are presented as a possible scenarios; buyer, their agents and everyone else associated with the purchase 
of this property to rely on their own pro-formas, projections, assumptions, investigations, consultations, estimates, etc. If images of construction projects are listed, they are just for illustrative purposes and not necessarily meant to be an actual depiction of what can be built. License 01186465 / 02009057 / 02017171.
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AREA/MARKET
OVERVIEW
VENTURA
Ventura is located northwest of Los Angeles on the California coast. The western portion of the City stretches north along 
the Ventura River and is characterized by a narrow valley with steeply sloped areas along both sides. The Santa Clara River forms 
the city’s southerly boundary with the city limits reaching up to the beginning of the Santa Clara River Valley. According to 
the United States Census Bureau, Ventura has a total area of 32.1 square miles, of which 21.7 square miles is land and 10.4 square 
miles (32.53%) is water. 

In the last three decades it has increased to approximately 107,000. To minimize outward growth onto the agricultural land that 
surrounds the existing community, the city is pursuing a strategy of “in-fill first” with the 2005 General Plan which means growth 
will focus inward to certain “Districts, Corridors, and Neighborhood Centers” that will become more intensely populated.

The outdoor clothing manufacturer Patagonia is based in Ventura. [43]  The headquarters of the company are located just 
west of the downtown area. The eco-designer Stewart+Brown has their factory just a few blocks from the ocean. Diaper bag 
manufacturer Petunia Pickle Bottom is headquartered near downtown Ventura. Visionary research and resource company The 
Barna Group is located near downtown Ventura. Ventura is a course in Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 2. It was called “Skatestreet 
Ventura”. Ventura is a destination for tourists and is popular for people living in southern California. They enjoy the relaxing 
atmosphere and ambiance along with activities such as surfing, kayaking and hiking.
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For further information contact:

Pacific Union International does not guarantee the accuracy of estimates, square footages, lot size, government approvals, construction concepts, construction plans, construction progress, inspections, investigations, reports or other information concerning the condition or features of the property or project provided by the seller or obtained from public records or other 
sources and the buyer is advised to independently verify the accuracy of all information through personal inspection, with appropriately licensed professionals and city officials. All pro-formas, projections, assumptions, concepts, construction plans, studies, estimates, etc. are presented as a possible scenarios; buyer, their agents and everyone else associated with the purchase 
of this property to rely on their own pro-formas, projections, assumptions, investigations, consultations, estimates, etc. If images of construction projects are listed, they are just for illustrative purposes and not necessarily meant to be an actual depiction of what can be built. License 01186465 / 02009057 / 02017171.
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